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Chapter 144 

Practically the moment Fred yelled, Bianca landed a right hook on Black Widow’s face. She then 

followed up with a combination of punches that caught Black Widow by surprise. 1 

The referee circled the two of them closely with a whistle in his mouth. He would blow the whistle 

immediately the moment either one of them violated the rules. 

Bianca delivered nearly 500 punches in a minute, and Black Widow managed to block 495 of them. 

Black Widow was bleeding from her mouth and nose after receiving five punches to her head. Her nose 

was bruised, and her eyes were swollen. 

Bianca punched her in the waist again. She started with three left hook feints before following them up 

with two right hook feints. 

Black Widow defended with all her might against all five of those attacks. 

While the attacking party could use feints, the defending party would still have to treat the feints as if 

they were real as they would never know if they might turn out to be real attacks. 

Black Widow managed to get a hang of the situation, but at the same time, she was aghast. 

The speed of Bianca’s punches had drastically increased, and the power behind them was also greater 

than before. 

Also, why did this punching combination look so familiar? 

Bianca had completely overcome her fear of the Black Widow. After the five feints, she followed up with 

a sequence of four punches. 

Although she only landed one hit, she already caught up to half of the score. 
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 this woman crazy? 
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“Sh*t, is she possessed by Mike?” 

“Could Black Widow be throwing the match?” 

“You ignorant idiot! Don’t you see how Bianca’s fists are even creating afterimages now? What chance 

does Black Widow have to strike when she’s moving that fast?” 

“You guys know nothing! Black Widow is just waiting for Bianca to exhaust herself.” 

“Ah! Go, Bianca, go!” 

“Bianca, you’re doing awesome!” 

The audience members on the first floor were whispering to one another and having lively discussions. 

On the second floor, Kai frowned. “What happened to Black Widow?” 

Common sense stated that Black Widow should be able to knock Bianca out in the fourth round, yet 

Bianca had now caught up to half of her score. 

It was the fifth match now, and Black Widow did not even have the chance to strike back 

Helena’s eyes narrowed as she asked, “Didn’t you realize that Bianca has changed coaches?” 

Kai and the others discovered then that Nash had become Bianca’s coach at some point. 

Duncan was dumbfounded. “He even knows boxing?” 

Simon nodded and replied, “I’m afraid he doesn’t only know boxing; he’s also a master of it!” 

 


